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LA GLOIRE QUI CHANTE (or SINGING FOR GLORY)

NEVILLE NELDER

A Tale of the Jura Branch of the Swiss Army – Help wanted.

My interest in this initiative by Henri Guisan was first aroused when I obtained a 1942 card, sent from
Moutier, depicting a military marching band and labelled 'La Gloire qui Chante'. But I could not establish
any background to this event until Werner Gattiker kindly offered me two related cards from 1919 and
1920, causing me to interrogate the internet – Google.ch – and finding some information on this subject,
linked to Henri Guisan.
Guisan became Lieutenant-Colonel in charge of the 9th army regiment [the Jurassien] at the end of
World War I, having been in charge of 24 Battalion (formed from men of the Ajois district in the Jura)
during that war. In July 1919, he organized a performance of words and songs of the Swiss military over
the years - to be entitled ‘La Gloire qui Chante’, with the first performance taking place on 14th February
1920 at Porrentruy. The poems were written – presumably especially for the occasion - by M.Gonzague
de Reynold ( a patriotic historical author), being intended to demonstrate the attachment of the Jura in
military terms to the country of Switzerland.
The 1919 card – dated 14th May – depicts the emblem of the 4th Infantry Regiment, (see illustration
above left) from Geneva, and bears the soldier stamp of that regiment.
It also has a blue circular cachet bearing the legend 'Souvenir de la Gloire qui Chante' and the words
'Zürich 11 – 12 Mai 1919' (see above right). It seems to be no coincidence of dates that Guisan's
regiment was ordered to Zürich for 13th May, with orders to go and keep the peace as a result of a
proposal to call a general strike in the region. These dates suggest that the concept of a celebratory
performance was being developed well before the commissioning of the performance by Guisan in July.
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To it has been affixed the soldier stamp of the 24th Battalion – but modified to delete the title wording
within the Swiss cross, and adding the (translated) words ‘Hardship fund for Jurassian soldiers’ (see
below right) sent from Courgenay, near Porrentruy, to Délémont on 15th February – the day after the first
performance.

Standard stamp

Special modification

Moving forward in time to 1940, Virgile Moine became commander of the 21st battalion (having merged
with the 24th battalion, and being now part of the 3rd frontier regiment stationed at Délémont). I found –
from the internet record of the 9th Regiment – that, probably at the instigation of (now) General Guisan,
Moine put in train a series of performances of 'La Gloire qui Chante’ played by the soldiers of his
battalion. So my 1940s' card with similar picture of the marching band was in aid of this new initiative,
and reflected this with an amended legend as below :

This is translated as : 'Performances are for the benefit of the Swiss national fund', and 'under the
patronage of General Guisan, given by the Jurassien brigade in 1940'. The card is dated 1st June 1942
and carries the soldier stamp for the 3rd regiment and a red strike stating : ‘Competition event for patrols
of the regiment’.
All this information leads me to consider several questions :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When was 'La Gloire' actually commissioned?
Why was a cachet prepared and why was it labelled Zürich; May 1919, and were there
other similar cachets?
For how long was the modified soldier stamp in use after WW1?
When was the dedicated card prepared?
What was the involvement of the 4th infantry regiment?
Are there other strikes celebrating the series of competitions during World War II and, if so,
for how long did they last?
Were there other similar events that were celebrated during the inter-war period?
Finally, does anyone have more information that helps to complete the story, especially in
philatelic terms?
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FRED HOADLEY.

TPO Cancellations – Third Period (from 1910)
During the early part of the 20th century a new type of ‘Ambulant’ canceller, without route number, was
introduced, and by the 30th April 1910 all previous cancellers with route number were withdrawn. This
replacement canceller is known as the ‘Anonymous’ type and an example is shown below left.

With the introduction of this rather unexciting cancel some of the interest in TPOs diminishes, as the
collector needs copies of all the timetables from 1900 onwards in order to identify the route. Having said
that, all is not lost, as there are plenty of other cancels to collect from the late 19 th century onwards. Of
particular note are the ‘Regional’ cancellers which started to make an appearance in 1885, notably the
example shown above right for the Tramelan-Tavannes Railway, which opened on the 16th August 1884.
These ‘Regional’ cancels are considered the forerunners of the modern 20th century ‘branch line’
cancels, each of which used a ‘named’ canceller depicting the name of the private railway on which the
mail was carried. Some examples of canceller-types used during the Third Period are illustrated below.
Examples of TPO Cancellations – Third Period (from 1910)

Group 86B

Double-ring cancel, with closed
bridge
Inscription: REGIONAL and
route name
Date and Train number
Vertical bars in segments
Note: inscription also reads
AMBULANT or BAHNPOST
with route name.

Double-ring cancel, extended
bridge
Inscription: route name above
and below bridge
Date and Train number
Vertical bars in segments.
Group 86D

Double-ring cancel, extended
bridge
Inscription: REGIONAL or
BAHNPOST at top, route name
below.
Date and Train number
Vertical bars in upper segment
Group 86F

Group 86G
Double-ring cancel, open bridge
Inscription:AMBULANTE or
BAHNPOST and route name
Date and Train number
Swiss cross in upper segment,
Postal area in lower segment.

Group 86N

Double-ring cancel, closed
bridge Inscription:
* POSTE AMB. *, or
* REGIONAL * , or
* AMBULANTE *, or
* BAHNPOST * and route
name.
Date and Train No.
Swiss cross in upper segment.

Boxed cancel
Inscription: route name, date,
and SERVICE POSTAL
Note: two sub-types exist, both
used on the Fribourg-MoratAnet route.
Group 86Q
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Around this period a number of main-line TPO routes were also operating. These used ‘named
cancellations’, such as those shown below :

Examples of main line TPO cancels : Top-left – BASEL-MILANO-BASEL ; Top-right – GENÈVE-CULOZGENÈVE ; Bottom-left – ZÜRICH-LUZERN-ZÜRICH ; Bottom-right – St. GALLEN-CHUR-St. GALLEN.
Many private railways of the late 19th and early 20th century operated a TPO service. A selection of
cancellations is included below :
Chemin-de-Fer Regional Val de Travers
The Val-de-Travers Regional Railway operated the lines Travers-Fleurier-Buttes (8½ miles), and
Fleurier-St. Sulpice (1 mile). The lines from Travers to Fleurier and Fleurier to St. Sulpice were opened in
1883 and the Fleurier-Buttes section in 1886. Two examples of its cancellations are shown below :

86B/77 (1891 – 1908)

86B/76 (1908 - 1942)

Gruyère-Fribourg-Morat Railway
The metre-gauge line Palézieux-Bulle-Montbovon was constructed by the Chemin de Fer Electrique
Gruyère and merged into the Gruyère-Fribourg-Morat railway in 1942 (below-left – 86G/19 (1951 1970). The Fribourg-Morat-Anet line was opened from Fribourg to Morat in 1898 and from Morat to Anet
(Ins) in May 1903 (below-centre). In 1942, the company merged with two others to form the Chemin de
Fer Fribourgeois. TPO cancellations on this route are of a unique type and are known from 1927 (belowright).
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Martigny-Châtelard Line

The metre-gauge line from Martigny to the French town
of Châtelard was opened on 20th August 1906. TPO
services are recorded on this route between 1907 and
1930 using the cancellation (86B/49) shown to the right.

Railway Handstamps
To close my story on “Mail by Rail” I have included a section on Railway Handstamps (as opposed to the
straight-line handstamps mentioned earlier).
General Notification No.5 of 1922 provided for the cancellation of any letters, not being handed direct
into a TPO, with an official railway handstamp. These handstamps were postally applied to mail left in
station post boxes or on express letters handed in to station offices. They were issued to all stations on
the Swiss Federal Railways that had a duty of emptying station post boxes.

Above Left – Examples of handstamps used at stations on the Federal Railways : - Wil (St. Gallen –
Winterthur route) and Rorschach – Hafen (St. Gallen – Feldkirch).
Right – Examples of handstamps from Private Railways – Degersheim (Bodensee – Toggenburg Bahn)
and Hasle – Rüegsau (Emmental – Burgdorf Bahn).
In this contribution I have but scratched the surface of what to me is a truly fascinating subject. One day,
time permitting, I will attempt to document all the Swiss railways that operated a TPO service with up-to
-date information. This may prove to be a monumental task, but one that I would certainly enjoy.
Many interesting articles have been chronicled in the past about the Railway Post Offices of Switzerland,
and there is a wealth of reference material available to the enthusiast (see acknowledgements below). I
would welcome comments on this article and look forward to reading other member’s contributions, etc.
as I continue my search for the elusive TPO cancel(s).
Acknowledgements:
'Swiss Railways and their Cancellations', R. L. Christian (HPSNL: March 1968-Nov 1969).
'The Railway Post Offices of Switzerland', Dr Anthony Goodbody (The MPO Society: 1982).
'Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplungen auf Schweizer Marken 1843-1907', Andres & Emmenegger.
'Die Schweizerischen Bahnpoststempel', Alfred Müller (compiled by R. L. Christian).
In his vote of thanks to Fred in Thame last year the Chairman, David Hope, emphasised the difficulty of
interpreting the wide range of cancellations that had been displayed and the detailed research required
to identify exactly which railway company, TPO, railway line/route and/or specific scheduled train that
each individual card and cover could be linked to. He congratulated him on putting together such a
comprehensive collection and presenting it so well to the Members; and presented a commemorative
certificate to him.(Editor)
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY MATTERS
A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL – May I suggest that during 2011 you resolve to make full use
of all the Society's services on offer, introduce a new member and send in your ideas to improve the
Newsletter. Thankyou to all those who sent a Xmas message – you know who you are – they were much
appreciated. It's always reassuring to know that there is 'somebody out there' ! (Editor)
FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY
The Annual National Meeting - If you are intending to come to the Annual Meeting on the weekend of
9th/10th April in Harrogate now is the time to fill in and send off the booking form (sent to you with the
December newsletter) to our Honorary Treasurer Norton Wragg. He's waiting to hear from you !
Northern Group – Saturday 8th January 'More Sitting Helvetia Perf.' - David Whitworth and Saturday 5th
February 'Definitives from 1960' – All Members. Both meetings to be held in Corporation Mill, Sowerby
Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope : Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Group – Saturday 26th February – 'International Offices' - Martin Mantell plus members'
contributions - commencing at 10.30.a.m. at the Cricket Field House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury (on
the A36 heading west out of the city) – Web : www.cricketfieldhouse.co.uk. Further details from Fred
Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.
REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP'S MEETING - OCTOBER 2010

DON SYMONDS

The Southern Group's autumn meeting on 'The Swiss Army' took place in Salisbury on Saturday 23rd
October when 14 members and 2 guests assembled to witness some very interesting displays of Soldier
Stamps and other material never before seen by most of those present.
Our chairman, Fred Hoadley, got the show under way by displaying postcards of the elected Generals as
depicted on the PJ issue of 1948, followed by Feldpost Cancellations. Fred then touched on the work of
Frederick Bieri who was responsible for some 50% of all Soldier Stamps after his first design for the 38th
Fusilier Battalion. Next we saw stamps issued for all 6 divisions during WWI and issues for Territorial &
Auxiliary Units. Lastly he showed us stamps and postcards issued to raise funds for Soldiers. Frank
Parsons was next up with early WWI PCs followed by WWII S.S. Ray Harris displayed various used
covers and PCs with Feldpost cancels of WWI. Rosalind Ragg brought her entire collection of Soldier
Stamps, all with a horse in the design. Last up for the morning session was Neville Nelder who told the
story of the Spectacle of Military Songs “La Gloire qui Chante” or “Singing for Glory” by Lt Col. Henri
Guisan, as performed in February 1920 by the 9th Regiment, Jura Bernois (see front page article in this
edition of the Newsletter).
After a very good lunch we settled down to the afternoon session with, first, Eric Lienhard showing
Postcards of the Military Commanders WWI and Postal Stationery covers & cards with Feldpost cancels
to WW2. He followed this with a display of Postcards showing the Battles of Morgarten 1315, Sempach
1386, Voegelinsegg 1403, Stoss 1405, Escalade 1602 and, finally, The Defence of the Tuileries 1792. As
always, Eric comes up with interesting items!
Derrick Slate, like Eric before him, never disappoints and on this occasion two sections of his display
had material never seen by most, if not all those present. First Derrick showed Bread Cards used by UK
prisoners in Germany to show receipt of Bread sent from the UK and later from Switzerland, this having
been arranged by Lady Duff in Bern. We then had a display of covers and cards with the word
“EVADES” stamped on them. This indicated that the person receiving the mail had escaped from a
German camp and was now in Switzerland.
I must mention that Werner Gattiker was making his last visit as a representative of Leo Baresch Ltd.
now that he is to semi-retire after some 40 years in the business. Our thanks and best wishes go to him
and Christine. We all hope to see you at future meetings.
SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE ! - If you haven't already done so, please send your annual membership
renewal form and subscription to the Treasurer as soon as possible. He needs to 'balance the books'
before the AGM in Harrogate. Thankyou.
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DAVID HOPE

'Non-philatelic Flights' was the subject of Dennis Cairns's presentation to the Northern Group at its
November meeting. Dennis began by outlining the beginning of airmail in Switzerland, pointing out that
in the early years it is often difficult to tell non-philatelic from philatelic mail. He felt sure that most of what
he was showing was non-philatelic. He commenced his display with some examples of the 1913 flights
which got things off the ground in Switzerland. During the 1920s airmail by the Swiss carriers Ad Astra
Aero and Balair was generally internal. Consequently links were made with foreign carriers for the
onward transmission of mail. The mail foreign carriers were Imperial Airways (formed 1st April 1924), the
Dutch KLM, Deutsche Lufthansa and Aero Postale of France. Dennis pointed out that in the early years,
because of weather conditions during the winter, the aircraft tended to operate from April to October only
(a 1st October 1925 cover for the Geneva-Prague route had a 'Flight not operating' cachet). Also
sometimes, when the weather was bad, it was often quicker to send the mail by train. Dennis showed a
wide variety of covers often franked with a variety of stamps. A couple illustrated the overnight service
from Stockholm to London with the Swiss mail being loaded and off-loaded at Amsterdam. There was a
special post office on-board and mail received a special cachet.
Dennis pointed out that with airmail you need to check out the dates carefully. He showed an example
from 15th May 1926 - the first flight Zürich to Copenhagen by Deutsche Lufthansa. There was no
indication on the cover that it was for that flight, but the date stamps confirm it. Only 69 covers were
carried! Among other items shown were catapult mail to South America including photographs of how it
was done, and some Mittelholzer flights. A map showed air routes in and around Switzerland in 1939 on
the eve of war. Dennis finished his presentation with examples of Second World War censored covers
and airmail in the period after the War and up to around 1960. By this time Swissair was flying round the
world and carrying Swiss mail itself. Dennis was thanked by David Hope for a superb presentation
enjoyed by all present.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Interested in opportunities to exhibit or obtain new material for your collection? The Association of British
Philatelic Societies (ABPS) is organising the following events in 2011 :
6th-7th May - National Philatelic Exhibition at Pond's Forge International Sports Centre, Sheffield –
including a Court of Honour and a Multi-frame Postcard Exhibition.
Weekend Workshops on Exhibiting at National Exhibitions - 4th - 6th March in Washington Nr. Newcastle
and 11th-13th March in Leamington Spa – details at www.abps.org.uk
Spring Stampex is on the 21st-26th February and Autumn Stampex on the 14th-17th September, both at
the Business Design Centre, Islington, London N1.
A CORRECTION
Ref. article in HPS Newsletter December 2010 Page 99 - No, the designs for the 1923 Pro Patria stamp
set were not given to the Boys' Own Paper so far in advance that they could be illustrated in that
publication two years before they were issued. Norton Wragg was the first to point out to me that the
BOP article was published in 1924 and not 1921 as I had stated. He also noted that Pro Patria stamps
could not be used on overseas postage to Great Britain until 1923 so that it would have been quite
difficult for British children to have obtained good used copies of the early Pro Patria stamps. (Editor)
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Our member, Charles Kiddle, writes : As you will know, the 1992 catalogue/book is the bible for
collectors of Swiss aviation material. In case any members should be interested, I enclose a picture of a
poster stamp from Page HT-16 of the Catalogue (left above) and, in comparison, a newly discovered
poster stamp (right). Both the Zeppelin type and the background scene differ. It is most unusual for
something to be discovered in such a well collected and documented area. Of course whether these
'Zeppelins' ever appeared over the hotel is, I guess, questionable, especially as postcard publishers
often added a 'Zeppelin' in the sky of topographical scenes to make them more saleable.
A BOOK REVIEW

DERRICK SLATE

'Philately of Switzerland: An Introductory Handbook' – AHPS, Edited by Richard T. Hall.
How can I give this book full credit in a few sentences ? It is a tremendous insight into the numerous
aspects of Swiss Philately. A real credit to our hobby - 345 pages together with a CD-ROM. This book
has information from over 30 members of AHPS. There are 32 chapters. The title of the first chapter is
"Something for Everyone" which is exactly what the book is all about. There is so much information on all
aspects of our hobby that it is invaluable for beginners, advanced or the specialist. All items displayed
are in full colour, almost everything enlarged and lavishly illustrated to show the beauty of Swiss stamps.
Each chapter focusses on a specific area, such as : Pro Juventute, National Festival, Cantonal, Federal
(several chapters), Airmails, Officials, Postage Due, Booklets (Tête-Beche etc.), International
Organisations, Franchise, Revenues, Soldiers, Hotel, Telegraph, ATM, Railway, Private Railway,
Streetcar Railway, Kocher, Campione, Trial Prints, Postal History including World War II, Censorship,
Mail Routes WW II, Postal History, Red Cross, Forgeries, Errors and Varieties. The Postal Stationery
chapter covers : Envelopes, Postal Cards, Wrappers, Advertising, Unusual Usage, Money Orders,
Money Collection Envelopes, Postal Receipts, Letter Sheets, Aerogrammes, Reply Coupons, Official
and Semi-Official cards and Printed to Private Order. Chapter 32 consists of 17 pages headed “Swiss
Tricks and Traps” (including ways to identify varieties, gum, perforations etc.), followed by 11 pages of a
very informative glossary. Each chapter is followed by a list of references for further reading.
The CD-ROM is Adobe Acrobat PDF format containing terms in German, French, Italian and Spanish
with their English equivalents. In addition there is a list of Swiss cantons in each of the four languages
and a list of town names that are different in German, French or Italian. This CD-ROM is another useful
addition consisting of 220 pages.
I have not seen anything like this which covers all aspects of Swiss Philately. What a mammoth work
and what a splendid book. It really puts Swiss Philately in the lime-light. A copy is held in the Society's
Library for reference (Number 520 – weight 1.7 kg.).
If any members would like to purchase a copy of this book we have made arrangements for a number of
copies to be shipped in bulk to a central point in the UK at a price per copy of £47 (based on a minimum
of three books, incl. insurance, shipment and postage to the UK). The AHPS will accept cheques in
sterling or dollars in payment. There would be an additional charge of approximately £7 (approx. 4 lbs.
weight) per copy for onward delivery to its final destination, if they cannot be picked up by hand at one of
the Society's meetings. If you are interested please contact the Editor as soon as possible for details.
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